Army Intermediate Cold/Wet Glove
WITH GORE-TEX® FABRIC
Gloves that stand up to weather and hard duty

Four-way stretch nylon on
back of hand and curved
fingers improve dexterity
and ergonomics

Goatskin on palms
and fingers provides
protection from cuts
and punctures† as
well as durability to
withstand heavy-duty
activities
Adjustable wrist
cinch for a
comfortable
and secure fit.

Quilted polyester
insulation, liner and
fleece wrist cuffs
provide thermal
protection

Soft, nose-wipe
patch on the
back of the
hand/first-knuckle

Army Intermediate Cold/Wet Glove
WITH GORE-TEX® FABRIC
The ICW glove made with the GORE-TEX® glove
insert provides protection in a wide range of
conditions, from guard duty at 2:00 a.m. in the
freezing cold, on patrol in a choking dust storm, or
loading gear in the pouring rain. Hands stay dry,
warm, and comfortable thanks to one tough glove
that’s waterproof, pliable, and streamlined.
The gloves provide maximum comfort while
operating combat zone vehicles and equipment.
They are also durable enough to withstand digging,
moving cargo and other heavy-duty activities.

Performance Enhancing
Design Features
n 100%

Waterproof, Windproof &
Breathable.

n Superior

trigger finger flexibility
to aid shooting accuracy and safety.

n Resistant

to cuts and punctures
from sharp objects.

n Prevent

blisters by keeping hands
dry during strenuous activity.

For more than 30 years, W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
has developed high-performance fabrics that
withstand the harsh environments military, law
enforcement, fire and rescue professionals encounter
on their missions. Gore combines research in the
fundamental science of fluoropolymers with a
thorough understanding of the challenges these
professionals face to engineer durable protective
fabrics. After extensive laboratory testing and field
trials, Gore stands behind these fabrics, ensuring
that each product does what we say it will do.
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